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Abstract—Content-Centric Networking (CCN) is designed for
efficient content dissemination and supports caching contents on
the path from content providers to content consumers to improve
user experience and reduce costs. However, this strategy is not
optimal inside a domain. In this paper, we propose a solution to
improve caching in CCN using a Software-Defined Networking
approach.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Content distribution and retrieval are dominant Internet
applications today. However, the Internet was designed for
communication between exactly two machines and this communication model reduces the efficiency of content delivery
services. To fit today’s trend, Content-Centric Networking
(CCN [1]) has been proposed. In CCN, contents are retrieved
directly by their names, instead of locations. In addition,
contents may be cached at intermediate nodes on the path from
content providers to consumers. This “on-path caching” strategy makes contents closer to consumers, and hence reduces
bandwidth consumption and content retrieval time. However,
it has been demonstrated that this strategy is not optimal as it
may imply a high content replication that limits the maximum
number of contents that can be cached inside a domain [2], [3].
Instead, “off-path caching” is an alternative strategy that can
avoid duplications and can significantly increase the overall hit
rate [3]. This strategy consists of three policies: (1) caching
only most popular contents, (2) deciding where to cache
those contents by solving an optimization problem, and (3)
deflecting requests to these optimally selected caches.
We argue that Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [4]
is the perfect candidate to implement off-path caching. In
SDN, the control plane is completely decoupled from the
data plane, which allows to use efficiently routes computed
using high level information such as traffic statistics. Among
SDN implementations, OpenFlow (OF) [5] gets all our attention in this paper as it relies on centralized controllers
and offers per-flow forwarding decisions. The advantages of
a centralized controller are twofold in our case. On the one
hand, the centralized controller has a global view of network
state, therefore it can detect the most popular contents at the
global level. On the other hand, the controller can perform
intensive computations (e.g., solving an optimization problem)
and populate quickly new routing tables to nodes (e.g., to
deflect requests to appropriate caches).

Fig. 1: Architecture supporting off-path caching in CCN

There are three challenges to solve when using OF to
implement off-path caching. First, how to provide the CCN
functionality using current OF switches that support neither
name-forwarding nor content caching. Second, how to measure
the popularity of contents accurately and without a large
overhead. Third, how to build and optimize routing tables to
perform deflection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes our OpenFlow-based architecture that aim to solve
the above challenges to enable off-path caching in CCN.
Section III gives a preliminary evaluation of our solution.
Finally, section IV concludes this work.
II.

A RCHITECTURE

Current OF switches do not support deep packet inspection [6], and in particular they are not able to forward CCN
packets using names. To provide the CCN functionality over
OF networks, Melazzi et al. [7] propose to add a new IP option
field and some modifications in the OF protocol to handle
this field. We prefer to follow a different approach which
requires modifications in neither current OF nor IP and that
can use CCNx [8], the CCN reference implementation. To be
compatible with the existing architecture, CCNx builds an IP
overlay to transport Interest and Data packets.
To link a CCNx deamon with an OF switch, we propose to
use a wrapper (see Fig. 1). The wrapper pairs a switch interface
to a CCNx interface, decodes and hashes content names in
CCN messages into fields that an OF switch can process (e.g.,
IP addresses, port numbers). The large naming space offered
by these fields limits the probability of having collisions
between two different content names. Thanks to the wrapper,

an OF switch can forward and monitor Interest packets using
content names. The number of contents that an OF switch
can process at one given time without the controller’s support
is bounded by the maximum number of flow entries it can
support. The advantage of this approach is that we benefit from
hardware capacity in forwarding and monitoring. In addition,
the wrapper can be easily adapted to new versions of the
CCNx and the OF protocol. The main drawbacks are that the
fields used for hashing lose their original meaning and that the
forwarding performance is reduced.
To solve the two remaining challenges, we propose three
new controller modules: Measurement, Optimization, and
Deflection (see Fig. 1). OF switches always maintain a set
of counters for active flows and allow to retrieve network
statistics easily. Content popularity can thus be inferred directly
from flow statistics using the Measurement module on the
controller side. The Measurement module periodically queries
and processes statistics from ingress OF switches to return the
list of most popular contents. It is worth noting that the time
between two queries should be chosen wisely to avoid large
overhead while maintaining an updated view of the network.1
After that, the Optimization module uses the list of most
popular contents as an input for the optimization problem
mentioned in [3]. The objective function of this optimization
problem consists in minimizing the sum of the delays over
deflected contents under the following constraints: (1) each
popular content is cached at exactly one node, (2) caching
contents at a node does not exceed node’s capacity, and (3)
caching should not cause link congestion. This optimization
problem can be solved by Linear Programming or approximated with heuristics [3]. Finally, the Optimization module
provides the optimal set of (content name, node caching this
content) pairs for the current traffic and topology.
The Deflection module uses the above set to build a
mapping, for every content, between the content name (by
the mean of addresses and ports computed from the content
name hash) and an outgoing interface toward the node where
the content is cached (e.g., ip.destination = hash(content
name), action = forward to interface 1). Finally, mappings
are installed on switches’ flow tables using the OF protocol
such that subsequent Interest packets can be forwarded to
appropriate caches.
III.

E VALUATION

As a first evaluation of our solution, we implemented
the wrapper, ran it along with a CCNx daemon on a node
connected to a Pronto 3290 OpenFlow switch. Another node
generates Interest packets with different packets-per-second
(PPS) rates to the OpenFlow switch. We considered three
scenarios when forwarding Interest packets: using the OF
switch; using the OF switch and the CCNx deamon; using
the OF switch, the wrapper and the CCNx deamon.
Fig. 2 shows the outgoing rate (PPS out) for different
incoming rates in three scenarios. At high incoming rate, using
only the OF switch gives the best PPS out because CCN
packets are forwarded at switch level. In contrast, using the
1 The overhead caused by statistics retrieval could be reduced if OF switches
would support a push mode for statistics.

Fig. 2: Wrapper’s impact on forwarding performance

wrapper slightly degrades forwarding performance but no more
than 5%. This can be justified by the fact that the wrapper
processes CCN packets coming from both the OF switch
and the CCNx daemon. This preliminary evaluation shows
that the wrapper does not significantly degrade forwarding
performance.
IV.

C ONCLUSION

Caching strategy might dramatically influence performance
and efficiency of content-centric networks. In this paper, we
present an OpenFlow-based architecture that performs efficient
caching for content-centric networks. Preliminary results show
the feasibility and the low overhead of using a wrapper in our
approach. We are currently evaluating the efficiency of the
complete solution on a simulator and a testbed. As for further
study, we plan to extend our solution to dynamic environments
such as wireless mesh networks.
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